
BRILLIANT BUSINESS PRESENTATIONS TOPICS

16 PowerPoint presentation ideas and examples to ensure an attentive audience . Make your presentation more
engaging, to the point, and effective.

Ensure that you are only using videos in your presentation to add value. The video should directly relate to
your presentation. No one should stay at a company where their growth is limited. Internal auditing â€” a hot
business topic. Ensure use of relevant quotes which will provoke curiosity to the listener. Our vision is to
create a world free of medical errors, and we need your help. The indicators of the empowerment of women in
the 21st century. This builds your confidence. State a shocking statistic or headline. The most significant
Hindu gods. Wildcat strikes should be legalized. Canva is a great and powerful photo editing tool. Libreoffice
Impress A free open source, so accessible to all. Add a word or two about the topic if you have to, or simply
say it out loud and let the quote or image support it. Business people must keep a diary and adhere to it
religiously. Unique Selling Proposition and Unique Point or positioning statement. Invest with micro-credit in
favellas. The owner of a company should be involved in the day to day running of his business. The more
words and fluff on a slide, the more chances your audience will have to tune out. General strikes harm people
who are not involved. Use of humour is acceptable too. Conditions for good franchising business agreements.
Prezi and Google Slides are also both web-based, free options that allow you to give a presentation anywhere
from the web. Warranties and refunds. Use them when they are beneficial. All businesses should go green.
Fair trade policy. Legalization of long term illegal immigrants helps the economy. Below is a list of the five
alternative software for your PPT presentation. Human resources benefits and the ways to maintain and
develop human skills and know-how. Telemarketing ideas for small companies, techniques to operate on low
costs per lead you get by direct marketing phone calls. French should become the business language of the
world. Sometimes franchising your business is a bad idea. Once you have a few topic ideas, try to get
feedback, if possible, from others who are organizing or will attend the presentation. When hiring you should
always trust your gut instinct. Good governance ethics and social responsibility. The benefits of having a
female boss. Make Startling Statements Sometimes the best way to get attention about information you are
presenting is to make startling statements. Why you should turn your passion into a business.


